OGM visit to Larsen & Toubro Construction Skills Training Institute Mumbai
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Launch of new RP Global projects - Dubai
Launch of OGM courses - Pakistan

OGMvisits L&T CSTI in Mumbai
Exploring partnership opportunities with Larsen & Toubro Construction Skills
Training Institutes (CSTI), an OGM Team visited CSTI facilities in Panvel on
the outskirts of Mumbai, and also the head centre in Chennai. L&T have eight
state of the art centres across India where training is imparted in basic trades
including formwork carpentry, masonry, bar bending & steel fixing, plumbing &
sanitary, construction electrician, welding and others. The training is delivered
as
an
L&T
CSR
initiative.
The discussions included presentations from both sides, comparing training
standards, course curriculum, delivery methods, assessments tools, e-learning
modes followed by a tour of the excellent training facilities. Discussions are
ongoing on a range of collaborations for training and worker placements for
mutual benefit, and to further broaden career opportunities for trainees.

Photographs: OGM and NSH team members at L&T campus in Chennai

Launch of new RP Global
projects in Dubai providing
pathways for successful OGM
graduates

Launch of OGM courses in
Pakistan

RP Global has ambitious plans for
the Dubai real estate market, with
US$ 1.5 billion being invested to
launch two signature projects, in
Business Bay and on Sheikh Zayed
Road. The first project is a 50-storey
residential tower in Dubai, which

Global Work Force in collaboration
with Technical Training Centre,
Fauji Foundation, Rawalpindi and
OGM Technical Institute will
launch trade skill courses in
Automotive Service Technology,
Welding & Pipe fitting from

will be launched at the end of 2014.
The second project, to be launched
end of Q1 2015, will be a mixed-use
development featuring a 5-star hotel,
serviced apartment and high-end
retail.
For more information
projects,
visit http://rpglobal.ae
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2015.

Fauji Foundation, Pakistan, is a
prestigious welfare organization
under the Ministry of Defence,
dealing with multifarious facets
including energy, fertilizer, gas,
cement , cereals, education,
hospitals, vocational institutes etc.
They have nine Technical Training
Centres spread across Pakistan and
deliver various levels of training.
With the addition of OGM courses,
the youth will have an opportunity
to
acquire
internationally
recognised trade skills that are
matched to Australian standards,
providing them access to local and
international
employment
opportunities with distinct career
paths.

For more information about OGM Technical Institute and Partners please contact:
info@ogmti.com.au
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